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Abstract 

The son of Shahid al-Andalusi al-Qurtubi (d. 426 AH) was 

born in the city of Cordoba in the year 382, and the son of the 

Andalusian martyr was characterized by many qualities, 

including: he was deaf and familiar with the coldness of the line 

and his tendency to amusement and madness as well as 

generosity and has famous stories about generosity and 

goodness And then left him with a literary legacy that 

demonstrates his personality and his style in writing: a poetry 

book printed first carefully by Charles Bella, then re-edited by 

Jacob Zaki and his collection of literary letters in the description 

of fire and cold and foxes and fleas and mosquitoes and has 

means to the caliphs and ministers, He is one of the most 

important works he has done, and he has two books B - the 

detection of doubt and clarification of doubt as well as the 

message of stories (the disciples and the scourges) and the form 

of Ibn Shahid a landmark in his time and has a wide culture and 

evidence of that left to us the effects of literary works. 

 

The term cultural studies, for example, is the broader 

concept of cultural criticism and cultural norms. The project of 

cultural studies promised a great step and an important literary 

achievement, which is intended to enhance the Arab monetary 

capabilities. It gives birth to a new Arab critique that imitates 

the laws of society as a modern approach. Here is the 

importance of research in the light of reading an old Arabic text 

in the light of a modern approach to literary and cultural 

discourse. 

 

The cultural patterns in the narrative discourse had a great 

presence where the personality style dominated. The writer 

summoned a huge number of fictional, realistic and animal 

characters for specific purposes and objectives. The social 
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pattern was a cultural pattern in narrative discourse highlighting 

some of the monetary, social, political and behavioral 

phenomena. The narrative discourse of the son of the 

Andalusian martyr, the total metaphor and the cultural pictorial, 

did not have a great presence in narrative discourse. 

 

The research is divided into three chapters, an introduction, a 

preface and a conclusion. 

The first chapter is divided into three themes that reflect cultural 

trends in narrative discourse. 

Chapter II the dominant cultural patterns in narrative discourse 

the first coordinator is the personality pattern, the second is the 

social pattern and the third is the nodal pattern. 

Chapter III Cultural criticism and its statements in narrative 

discourse The first topic is the implicit pattern and its monetary 

significance, the second metaphorical and the cultural and the 

third cultural campaign and the double author. 
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